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AGC Weekly News 
The weekly newsletter of the Auckland Gliding Club at Drury, Auckland 

 

From the CFI 
 
 
 
 

We traditionally hold winter lectures over winter to 
cover the six subjects for the XCP Exams.  These 
comprise the following subjects: 
 
Human Factors and Flight Safety (HF) 
 
Aviation Law and Rules (Law) 
 
Meteorology for Glider Pilots (Met) 
 
Air Navigation and Airmanship (Nav) 
 
Radio Phraseology and Procedures (Rad) 
 
Glider Technical Knowledge (Tech) 

 
Last year we had very few attendees for these, so 
it would be good to gauge interest soon, in order 
to plan for them. 
 
If you have subjects you need to complete or if 
you should wish to attend the lectures, please let 
me know ASAP. 
 
If there’s not enough interest, the lectures may be 
deferred for a year, which would be a shame. 
 
Anton Lawrence 
CFI Auckland Gliding Club 
021 280 188 

 

Thermal Climb Rate Indicators & Stats 
Submitted by Gerard Robertson

https://youtu.be/4QHAniNykmM?si=aA_yiga6qb4
Yjb8-

Committee News 
James Butterworth 

1: AGM 
 
This has been set as Saturday 21 September at 
10am.  The agenda and nomination forms will be 
circulated closer to this date. 
 
2: Working Bee 
 
This will be on 4 May, beginning at 10am, with 
rain date on the following Saturday 11 May. 

 
Work includes trimming and mulching the 
overgrowth along the fence lines, in particular 
along the driveway and the western boundary 
behind the hangars and clubhouse. 
 
Please advise the committee if you can attend 
and if you have your own tools.  If anyone can 
lend a towable wood chipper please let me know 
ASAP for planning purposes. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

20-21 April 

https://youtu.be/4QHAniNykmM?si=aA_yiga6qb4Yjb8-
https://youtu.be/4QHAniNykmM?si=aA_yiga6qb4Yjb8-
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Behind the Soaring Forecast 
By Simon Van Den Eijkel 

Courtesy Wings & Wheels 

You can set a task with SkySight and get an email when the forecast is good enough, ensuring you won’t 
miss a chance to fly! 

 

 
 

SkySight is an interactive gliding forecasting tool. 
It combines the latest modeling technologies with 
an intuitive user interface, to provide high-
resolution soaring forecasts and powerful flight 
planning tools. Simon interviews SkySight's 
founder Matthew Scutter posing 5 questions on 
recent developments.  
 
1. Are you excited for the next season and what 
are your plans? 
 
”I’m very excited for the season in the Northern 
Hemisphere! I’ll be coming to the Netherlands in 
June for the start of the Euroglide, a biennial 
gliding race over more than 2500 kilometers 
through several European countries. Alongside, 
I'm also eyeing other competitions in Europe but 
we’ll see how that works out.” 
 
2. Can you highlight some of the recent updates 

and enhancements made to the SkySight model? 
"Absolutely. We have two pieces of big news to 
share. Firstly, we have invested enormously in a 
new supercomputer, which reduces the time to 
compute from 3 hours to 30 minutes. This has 
also let us triple the number of forecast updates 
we provide each day while increasing the 
horizontal resolution to as high as 1.8km and 
vertical resolution to higher than 70 layers. The 
second big piece of news, is we are now 
integrating ECMWF (European Centre for 
Medium-Range Weather Forecasts) input as the 
starting point for our model, greatly enhancing the 
quality and depth of our data sources. ECMWF is 
the world's leading global weather model, more 
than ten years ahead of the popular GFS model. 
The enormous volumes of their data and high 
cost have previously made it inaccessible to the 
gliding world, and we are proudly the first to use 
it. This combination of better forecast data, now 
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delivered faster and more often represents the 
biggest year-on-year forecast improvement we 
have ever achieved.” 
 
3. You recently updated your soil moisture model. 
How did that come about and how does it help 
users? 
 
“That is an interesting story since soil moisture is 
one of the most important factors for thermals. 
After extensive research and communication with 
national weather centres, we found that when 
they seek to correct biases in their weather 
models they often use soil moisture as a tuning 
parameter. This means that they manually adjust 
soil moisture up or down to ‘correct’ their output 
for other anomalies in parameters important to 
them such as surface temperature. This of course 
has catastrophic consequences on phenomena 
that are not so interesting to them - like thermals! 
 
As we all experience after a rain shower, thermals 
are strongly affected by small changes in soil 
moisture! Related to this, we all know areas with 
complex topography such as the Alps have worse 
forecasts and a large reason for this 
underperformance is the surface information 
(whether GFS, ECMWF, or otherwise) does not 
represent the valleys and peaks, meaning that 
elevated tops are too wet, valleys are too dry or 
snow-filled and rivers are non-existent.  Even if 
we are running a very highly detailed weather 
model, the low-detail initial surface conditions 
from the global models remain through the high-
detail run. 
 
To solve this we are now discarding this poorly 
performing data, instead doing the surface 
initialization with our distinct SkySight Land 
Surface Model, running in high detail from up to 
two years of data. This model is updated daily 
with new data, and periodically recycled as to not 
drift too far from ECMWF. It allows us to start the 
model with high-detail information that fully 
represents the complexity of the topography, 
which results in a much better-quality soaring 
forecast. I know this may all sound quite 
technical, but we think we’re the only soaring 

forecast with an offline land surface modeling 
scheme and it is a great improvement for our 
users.” 
 
4. How can you use SkySight to get the most out 
of this season? 
 
“There are a few things you can do: I think setting 
a PFD or Route Alert can be of great help. You 
can set a task with SkySight and get an email 
when the forecast is good enough, ensuring you 
won’t miss a chance to fly! You can also do it the 
other way around and let SkySight think of a 
range of possible tasks you can fly on a certain 
PFD. We see that more and more users are 
discovering these features and enjoying it. 
 
Furthermore, connecting SkySight to your Flight 
Computer can help you to get more out of the 
season. Last year, Gordon Boettger has used our 
in-flight charts to great effect in the furthest flight 
we’ve seen in gliding 
(https://www.weglide.org/flight/347370) and we 
are looking forward to more great flights in the 
coming season!” 
 
5. What’s coming next? 
 
“We can’t say too much as always - but just 
quickly; we have a very large increase in satellite 
picture quality coming, and some third parties are 
writing great new integrations of our forecasts in 
their software.” 

 

 
 
Simon Van Den Eijkel, also known as "Flying Simon," is a 
27-year-old aerospace engineer and student pilot for KLM. 
With a passion for gliding since the age of 14, Simon shares 
his exhilarating gliding adventures on his YouTube channel, 
Flying Simon. As a seasoned glider pilot in the Netherlands, 
he has participated in prestigious competitions like the JEGC 
and JWGC. 

 

Member’s Ads

H36 Dimona ZK-GPH  for sale or syndication.  Julian Elder is interested in either creating a syndicate or selling his Dimona GPH.  
It recently has had significant restorative work carried out.  For any technical stuff contact Ian Williams (021980194  
ian@agcon.co.nz or sales information contact Julian 0276924114  julian@elder.net.nz 
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